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A fleet of 36 Metro Area Transit buses awaits F-M commuters. MAT has 25 routes, seven in 
Moorhead and 18 in Fargo, ready to take commuters 
anywhere they need to go in the F-M area.
According to Dave Diebel, the marketing and media 
specialist for MAT, the popularity of MAT has been 
on the rise.
“We just broke two million rides given last year for 
the first time since the ’80s,” Diebel said.
Despite all of this, MAT is still doing all it can to 
convince people to ride. Plans for the future include 
installing Wi-Fi on all the buses so people can work 
while they ride and creating an app for smart phones 
that allows people to check where the bus is. There 
are also plans to have automated ticketing machines 
around town that will allow people to purchase tickets 
BY ANDREW JASON
jasonan@mnstate.edu
An art experiment from years ago is now a learning opportunity for art 
professor John Volk and his students.
In 1997, printmaker Steve Andersen started 
Hannaher’s, Inc. Print Studio, a printmaking 
studio at the Plains Art Museum in Fargo. The 
studio closed in 2005 for financial reasons, 
but it reopened in 2007 with Volk as the 
director.
“It’s a collaboration between the Plains 
Art Museum and MSUM,” Volk said, “with 
me as the director of the studio. So now my 
students and I print there.”
Andersen also ran a studio in Minneapolis 
called Vermillion Editions Limited.
In 1996, over 300 of Andersen’s prints 
from Vermillion Editions Limited were 
anonymously donated to the Plains Art 
Museum.
Until recently, those prints have been kept 
in the museum’s vault. But now, they are 
on display until May 29. Volk curated the 
exhibit with the help of studio intern Chelsey 
Dahlstrom and other MSUM art students.




Many students have attempted 
to start fraternity chapters and 
have had those plans fall through.
Cody Meyer, a freshman 
political science major, hopes to 
change that trend with his new 
chapter of Kappa Sigma.
“When I pictured my ideal 
college experience, I pictured 
a fraternity,” said Meyer, who 
was initially disappointed with 
the lack of fraternity options on 
campus.
With that goal in mind, Meyer 
chose to pursue a chapter of 
Kappa Sigma.
“They’re the most preferred 
fraternity in the world,” Meyer 
said.
He began discussing the idea 
with his friends Ryan Larson and 
Justice Witt, whom he considered 
solid material for the beginnings 
of his fraternity. He started a 
Facebook group and took to 
campus with flyers.
“It’s never easy to start 
something new on campus,” 
said Nic Josey, area recruitment 
manager.
Josey and Meyer have been in 
communication on a weekly basis, 
with Meyer giving recruitment 
updates, and Josey giving him 
helpful ideas and tips.
It hasn’t always been sunshine 
and rainbows for new start up 
fraternities at MSUM though.
MSUM senior Mark Radcliffe 
has attempted on two separate 
occasions to get a new fraternity 
on campus.
Radcliffe aimed high with his 
first attempt, trying to create a 
fraternity from scratch.
“Which I learned is basically 
impossible,” he said.
On his second try, Radcliffe 
wanted to start an MSUM chapter 
of Sigma Chi, a fraternity he was 
already a member of at NDSU. 
Plans fell apart when his time and 
efforts were needed at Sigma Chi 
at NDSU.
Junior Rachel Wassberg 
tried to start a coed fraternity 
her freshman year, but fell into 
similar troubles.
“Convincing people that a 
new organization is worth the 
time and effort is the biggest 
challenge,” Wassberg said. 
“Without a track record, you have 
to work a lot harder to recruit and 
retain people.”
She also said a major factor 
was the heavy amounts of 
dues required by a national 
organization, which many of the 
underclassmen couldn’t keep up 
with.
“The success rate for new student 









With the cost of on-campus parking and the 
hassle of commuting to class everyday, MAT is 
trying to appeal to college students. All college 
students at MSUM, Concordia, NDSU and MSCTC 
ride the buses for free with their college IDs. 
“Half our ridership is with NDSU students,” 
Diebel said. “We’re trying to build a commuter 
relationship with college students.”
A bus already runs from the main campus of 
NDSU to the downtown branch making it very 
easy for NDSU students to hop on the bus and go.
“It’s free for me, it’s warm when I get on, I don’t 
have to find a parking spot,” said Mack Ternes, an 
NDSU student that uses MAT to get to and from 
class everyday. “It’s very convenient.”
There are plans to bring this relationship between 
MAT BUS, BACK PAGE
this guy who did a lot of experimental things, 
and so we thought it was the perfect time to do 
an experimental print.”
Volk and photojournalism professor 
Wayne Gudmundson are now working on an 
experimental print, putting a photograph on a 
lithostone to create a lithography print of the 
photo.
“Wayne and I had been talking about 
collaborating together, and so it all just sort of 
happened,” Volk said.
He said it was the perfect time for this to 
happen because it coincides with the exhibit of 
Andersen’s Vermillion prints.
“A lot of people who go through the exhibit 
come through the studio and they see what 
we’re doing, you know, the experimentation,” 
Volk said.
Volk and Gudmundson just started working 
on the print last week. Volk said he hopes to be 
printing by next weekend.
When the print is complete, it will eventually 
be on display at the Plains Art Museum, and 
will be part of Gudmundson’s collection for his 
future exhibits.
“Looking at the prints, you can see how 
experimental (Andersen) was,” he said. 
“We had this studio that was founded by 





CHRIS FRANZ • chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.com
Vermillion Editions opens at the Plains
BY AARON LEHMAN
lehmanaa@mnstate.edu
Theater students all face a 
similar challenge: auditions. The 
theater department hosted two 
auditions for upcoming shows on 
one weekend. 
This spring, the theater 
department will perform the 
French comedy, “Tartuffe,” 
written by the renowned 15th 
century playwright, Molière. 
Later this summer The Straw 
Hat Players will perform a variety 
of comedy/musicals throughout 
the summer of 2011. 
While the spring play, 
“Tartuffe,” sounds different 
from the traditional musical 
styling productions of The Straw 
Hat Players, the procedure for 
auditioning for both of these 





Students are dropped off at a campus bus stop located on the corner of 11th street and 6th avenue in south Moorhead.
FRATERNITIES, BACK PAGE
The Plains Art Museum is hosting an exhibit of 40 
prints created by Vermillion Editions until May 29.




Brandau featured in TV series 
Film professor 
appears in first 
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The Advocate is published weekly during the 
academic year, except during final examina-
tion and vacation periods. 
Opinions expressed in The Advocate are not 
necessarily those of the college administration, 
faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the editor 
and your turn submissions. They should be 
typed and must include the writer’s name, 
signature, address, phone number, year in 
school or occupation and any affiliations. 
Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can 
be sent to MSUM Box 130, dropped off at 
The Advocate office in CMU Room 110 or 
e-mailed to us at advocate@mnstate.edu. The 
Advocate reserves the right to edit letters and 
refuse publication of letters omitting requested 
information. It does not guarantee the publica-
tion of any letter. 
“Children are the worst STD.”
The Advocate is prepared for publication 
by Minnesota State University Moorhead 
students and is printed by Davon Press, West 
Fargo, N.D.
Copyright 2011, The Advocate.
The Advocate is always looking for talented 
writers, photographers, columnists and il-
lustrators. 
Contact the editor for more information.
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Erica Anderson Features Editor
Sadie Jones Arts and Entertainment Editor
Matthew Beckman Multimedia Editor
Michael Smith Sports Editor
Chris Franz Photo Editor 
Charly Haley Copy Editor
John Enger Copy Editor
Jordan Jeromchek Advertising Manager
Dustin Brick Business Manager
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Security Update  
Interim Director of Public Safety 
Mitch Osland
Present this ad at 
the time of writing 
a lease and receive 
1 Month Rent Free
701-237-6448
3-6p.m.  Faculty Workshop
5-6p.m. Prepare for the Fair 
workshop
7-9:30p.m., Film screening: 
‘Off & Running’
8:30-10a.m. Fire Up Friday




7-11p.m. The Diviner’s Tech 
CA 117
2-3p.m. RSC The Case of the 
Disappearing Planet
7-11p.m. The Diviner’s Tech
8a.m.-4p.m. Visit Day
10:30-11:30a.m. Preview Days
7-8p.m. Planetarium The Case 
of the Disappearing Planet
7-11p.m. The Diviner’s Tech
8a.m.-5p.m. Strength Based 
Leadership workshop
10a.m.-3p.m. Blood Drive
3-4p.m. College Success 
Workshops




3:30-4:30p.m. College Success 
Workshops







1506 Central Ave. NE








409 Main Ave. 
Moorhead, MN
218.287.1616 
Glassblower owned  |  visit http://mellowmood.co
A report was filed of a person 
sleeping in a car in Lot P on Feb. 
7. Contact was made and the 
individual’s welfare was checked. 
A laptop and bag were stolen 
from Hagen on Feb. 7. 
Bias-motivated graffiti was 
reported in East Snarr on Feb. 8. 
A 911 hang-up call which ended 
up being a medical call at the 
Wellness Center occurred on Feb. 
8. An individual with an injured 
ankle was transported by a private 
party to a local hospital. 
A suspicious odor call occurred 
at the CMU on Feb. 8. The source 
of the odor was located by the 
dumpster on the east side of the 
building.
A welfare check was done on an 
individual seen staggering through 
Lot P on Feb. 9. The Moorhead 
Police Department responded and 
transported the non-student to detox. 
An assault was reported in 
Ballard on Feb. 9. The Moorhead 
Police Department responded to 
take the report. One individual 
was referred to campus judicial for 
assault, threats and harassment. 
An individual was escorted from 
the library to the annex on Feb. 10. 
A report of a trespasser in Nelson 
was filed on Feb. 10. The Moorhead 
Police Department responded and 
arrested the individual. 
Four cans of beer were located in 
a snow bank outside the Wellness 
Center on Feb. 11. They were 
disposed of by Public Safety. 
Two individuals were referred 
to campus judicial for smoking 
violation outside East Snarr on Feb. 
12. 
Two individuals were cited by 
the Moorhead Police Department 
for minor consuming in Nelson on 
Feb. 13. 
The Harlem Gospel Choir 
brings its music to MSUM’s 
Hansen Theatre Feb. 17, for 
the third event of the Cheryl 
Nelson Lossett Performing Arts 
Series. The choir has sung for 
Nelson Mandela, Pope John Paul 
II, and with Bono, Lyle Lovett, 
The Chieftains, Diana Ross and 
many others. In December alone, 
the choir performed in several 
cities in Belgium, Norway, 
Switzerland, Italy and Portugal.
Founded in 1986, the choir 
is composed of singers and 
musicians from Harlem’s black 
churches and the New York/Tri-
state area. The choir sings gospel 
and folk music, raises funds for 
children’s charities and strives 
to improve understanding of the 
African-American culture and 
gospel music as it relates to the 
black church. 
Earlier in the day, more than 
150 local singers from high 
school, church and MSUM choirs 
will work with Harlem Gospel 
choir to learn a gospel number. 
The Choir plans to invite singers 
who participate in the gospel 
workshop to join them on stage 
during the evening concert to 
sing the song they learned.
Tickets for the 7:30 p.m. 
concert are available now and 
can be purchased online at 
www.mnstate.edu/perform or by 
calling the MSUM box office 
at 218.477.2271 Monday through 
Friday from noon to 4 p.m. The 
ticket website also provides links 
to information about all artists 
performing in the series this 
season. 
For more information, call 
Rebecca Sundet-Schoenwald at 
218.477.2178 or send her an email 
at sundetre@mnstate.edu.
Gospel choir 
performs in Hansen 
Theatre
On Wednesday, Feb. 23, 
motivational speaker Kari 
Krumwiede will spread her 
positive message to students and 
the public at MSUM.
On a camping trip in 1994, 
Krumwiede experienced a life-
changing event when a tree 
struck her and paralyzed her 
from the waist down. This 
event caused a switch in her 
daily routine by placing her in a 
wheelchair. Krumwiede proves 
that a strain on her mobility 
doesn’t slow her down.  
In a presentation called, “Life 
Rolls On,” Krumwiede will 
speak about how she turned her 
tragic experience into a positive 
outlook on life. 
“Life is about choice,” 
Krumwiede said. “The only 
thing you have in this world is 
your choice. You can choose 
to live, you can choose to die, 
or you can choose to lie in 
bed all day. You can choose 
to be angry, happy or sad. I’ve 
learned along the way that the 
only true control you have is 
how you choose to act.”
The event, sponsored by 
Dragon Entertainment Group, 
will take place at 7 p.m. in the 
CMU ballroom. It is free and 
open to the public.
With protests spreading in 
Iran, authorities have ramped 
up their censorship regime, 
blocking opposition websites, 
slowing down the Internet and 
censoring text messages. 
Reports also say mobile phone 
traffic is badly disrupted. It’s 
all part of an effort to make 
organizing protests much harder. 
Meanwhile, Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton has blasted 
the regime for its crackdown 
following the shooting death of 
a protester in Tehran and the 
house arrest of key opposition 
leaders including Mir Hossein 
Mousavi.
Bahrain’s government 
confirmed Tuesday that a second 
man was killed during skirmishes 
between anti-government 
protesters and security forces that 
began late on Sunday. 
Early Tuesday, thousands 
of protesters gathered at the 
Salmaniya Medical Complex to 
mourn the death of a young man 
who died Monday from pellet 
wounds. 
Security forces intervened on 
protesters escorting the dead 
man’s body from the hospital for 
burial, firing tear gas and more 
pellets into the crowds, killing yet 
another man. 
The Associated Press reports 
that Bahrain’s King Hamad bin Isa 
Al Khalifa offered condolences 
for the deaths in a TV address on 
Tuesday, promising to investigate 
the killings and push ahead with 
government reforms, including 
loosening control of the media 
and Internet.
Two die in protests 
in Bahrain 
Iran blocks sites, 
texts, calls
Motivational speaker on campus
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 Hot stone massage coming in March! 
Gift Certificates 
available!
All About You Massage










30 min  60 min  90min   120min
  $25    $45     $70     $100
  $28    $50     $75     $105




A local Prairie Public television 
series, “The Prairie Pulse,” will 
be doing its first piece on film 
professor Tom Brandau.
The show will air on Prairie 
Public at 7:30 p.m. on Friday.  
“I was very flattered that they 
would consider me,” Brandau 
said.
Brandau, originally from 
Baltimore, came to MSUM 
in 2004 to teach in the newly 
formed film studies department. 
He holds a Master of Fine Arts in 
theater and is a directing fellow 
graduate of the American Film 
Institute in Los Angeles.  
His film “Mr. Brown” won first 
place in the Minnesota Historical 
Society’s Moving Pictures film 
competition in 2008.  Brandau 
teaches courses on both 16 mm 
and digital filmmaking.
Prairie Public producer Matt 
Olien approached Brandau about 
doing a piece on him.  Olien 
chose Brandau because of the 
variety of films he has made in 
his career and because of how 
honest and articulate Brandau is 
about the filmmaking process.
The piece will feature footage 
of Brandau directing his latest 
film, “The Cleaning Lady,” 
which he shot in Moorhead last 
summer.  The film premiered 
in September at the 1968 Film 
Competition in St. Paul, and will 
be screened at the Fargo Film 
Festival in March.
Along with an interview with 
Brandau, the piece will feature 
interviews with Amy Klein, a 
Fargo actress who starred in 
Brandau’s “The Cleaning Lady,” 
and film studies professor Kyja 
Kristjansson-Nelson.
Several MSUM film studies 
graduates who now work at 
Prairie Public also helped make 
the video. 
Brandau has seen the piece 
already, and was very impressed 
by the result.
“I was very pleased. I think 






Brandau remains in the 
Prairie Public 
chooses  professor 
Tom Brandau to be 
featured in their first 
episode of the TV 
series ‘The Prairie 
Pulse’
Tom Brandau works on one of his recent films.
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The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not 
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. 
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They should be typed and 
must include the writer’s name, signature, address, 
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday 
and can be sent to  
MSUM Box 130, 
dropped off in The Advocate office  
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
Advocate Editorial Board
We now offer 
computer repair services. 
Call now to inquire about:
- Virus & Spyware removal
- Hardware upgrades
- Software troubleshooting
- Home networking setup
- Free Consultaion 
BY BIBHUSHA KARKI
karkibi@mnstate.edu
The process of interviewing for 
a job amazes me. We meet people 
for five to 10 minutes and they 
decide our fate. I wonder who 
started this process of a “higher 
authorized person” who would 
happen to know all our qualities 
from a few minutes of talking with 
us and a one page resume. 
The people we meet are 
complete strangers with power to 
reject us or accept us. Isn’t that 
crazy? I have been the victim of 
this process many times. Usually 
this is to prove to the U.S. embassy 
back in Nepal that I am up to no 
bad in the U.S. and would return 
home as a true Nepalese citizen, 
and then there are immigration 
and job interviews. 
I have always thought of myself 
as an individual with different 
avatars. I cannot be judged in 
a few minutes. Do you think 
five minutes really shows the 
true me? We dress up well, do 
our research and are at our best 
because everyone going to the 
job interview wants the job! I’m 
not saying the experts do not 
have the qualification for judging 
the newcomers, but for me the 
few minutes for the interview is 
pretentious. It is all about the 
power to sense and say what the 
other person wants to hear and 
make them believe, like a mind 
reader. 
For me the interview is just 
like reality TV. The motive of 
reality TV is to increase their 
target rating point and for the 
interview is to get the hiring letter. 
I dress head to toe, not as myself 
but as someone else. I went to a 
job fair a few months ago. I was 
dressed professionally, and it was 
hard for me to recognize myself! 
Amazing how a new pencil skirt 
from Gordman’s can completely 
transform you! 
This weekend I got to observe 
the interviewees for the RA 
positions. No offense to the people 
engaged in it, to me it looked a 
big fiasco. Saturday, 9 a.m. in 
full makeup, high heels and suits. 
Amazing! I am sure the interview 
questions were well-answered but 
the big people missed the reality. 
If they had observed the 
students ordering food at Subs & 
Sweets they would have found 
out easily which candidates were 
qualified for the position and who 
had to be crossed out. To know 
a person well one should always 
observe the behavior pattern they 
show when one has to deal with 
someone they think is inferior 
to them. The food store that day 
provided a more honest display 
of manners and skills for me than 
the interview. I am sure in the 
questions the same people would 
have answered they love to work 
with people, etc. But while getting 
lunch they throw their Dragon 
ID to the cashier as if she is 
untouchable or perhaps she comes 
from another planet. 
Only some were up to their 
word, well-mannered and left 
behind a contagious smile. A 
big difference between the few 
minutes with the expert and the 
behavior in front of a student 
employee, eh? 
To read more from this writer, 





Let me explain something to you. Sports are 
stupid. Really stupid. Seriously, I don’t know why 
you guys like them so much. Like I said, they’re 
dumb.
Now before you stop reading, wait till I’m done. I 
haven’t even told you why sports are so stupid yet.
Listen, I know what I’m talking about. I’ve 
played sports. I’ve played pretty much every kind of 
sport there is. Team sports, non-team sports — I’ve 
played them. If there’s a sport I haven’t tried, it’s 
probably because I just didn’t want to do it. Like 
soccer.
Soccer isn’t fun. I knew it wasn’t fun when I 
was six years old — when my parents took me to 
some indoor workshop thing or whatever. Okay, so 
I don’t really remember it that much. All I know is, 
we kicked a ball back and forth across a field. That’s 
not fun. That’s boring. That’s why I quit after the 
first day. It’s not like soccer, all of the sudden, was 
going to turn interesting and worthwhile.
Basketball is simple. In fourth grade I played a 
season of it, just because. I didn’t even know the 
name of my position — point guard or something 
—  because I didn’t need to. That’s how advanced 
I was for my age. I could double and even triple 
dribble around the competition.
I was so good, I didn’t even have to try, so I never 
did. I would miss layups totally on purpose so my 
teammates would have a chance to look good. Same 
for games. To step out of the spotlight, I would 
never be open for passes and secretly hope to be 
benched. 
I did all that for the team and for what? Nothing. 
We lost every game, except the one that I couldn’t 
make it to — probably because the slackers realized 
they couldn’t depend on me slam dunking every 
point that day.
I’m also really, really good at playing baseball. 
You think I’m lying but what you don’t realize is 
that I’m not. My parents made me play for seven 
entire years. I don’t NOT become awesome at a 
sport after going from tee ball to coach pitch. I 
could’ve even gone pro had I felt like wasting my 
life — because that’s what baseball is, a waste of 
time.
As the best player on the team, my coach naturally 
put me in right field. Who else could he have relied 
on to stop all incoming grand slams? 
Of course, everyone else sucked. I kicked more 
dandelions than I caught home runs — even though 
I was more than capable of vice versa. Hardly 
anyone could ever hit into the outfield, and when 
they did, they deliberately aimed for left field 
because they knew I’d catch it.
I was equally good if not ten times better when 
I was at the plate. My coach didn’t put me second-
to-last at bat for no reason. I knew full well that I 
was his secret weapon  — because I never bothered 
to swing.
It didn’t matter who was pitching. Everybody was 
awful at it. The fourth ball would almost always 
come before the third strike. And if it didn’t, the 
umpire was unbelievably dumb. 
Baseball itself is unbelievably dumb. Really, 
sports are unbelievably dumb. Why should I run 
around bases? Why should I care if a ball goes 
through a hoop? Why should I go out of my way to 
kick anything?
It makes no sense. There’s no reason anyone 
should have to do any of those things. When are 
you ever going to dribble in real life? It’s pointless.
Sports are stupid.




On Feb. 20, Fargo South High School will be showing 
a play titled “The Laramie Project,” which is based on 
the 1998 murder of Matthew Shepard, a homosexual 
student at the University of Wyoming. The play, by 
Moisés Kaufman, premiered in 2000 and has helped raise 
awareness of issues like homophobia and hate crimes.
The Fargo South performance will be protested by the 
Westboro Baptist Church, an extremist organization 
which has become infamous for its hateful messages 
regarding homosexuality and for it’s habit of picketing 
military funerals.
As of Feb. 15, nearly 2,000 Facebook users plan to 
counter the church’s protest. Another 1,600 users may 
also attend, according to the counter-protest’s Facebook 
page.
The Advocate has decided not to cover the protest 
beyond this editorial. We believe that media attention 
is the primary objective of the church and don’t intend 
to fuel the controversy with our pages. We view the 
Westboro Baptist Church as an extreme, albeit it loud, 
minority. 
The Westboro Baptist Church thrives off continued 
publicity and we, as a news organization, refuse to 
provide a vessel for their hateful views. 
It is important to remember that all people, including 
religious extremists, are entitled to express their opinions 
in a peaceful manner. They are not entitled, however, to 
have those opinions respected or reprinted. The Advocate 
will make neither accomodation for the Westboro Baptist 
Church.
The Advocate refuses to 
publicize extremist message
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BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu
There is a lot of shrieking pessimism 
around us, warning that society is 
marching towards universal idiocy due 
to the Internet, television, text-messaging 
and Ke$ha.  I certainly hope this is the 
case, as I will be taking the Graduate 
Record Examination in a month or so, and 
I’ll be more than happy to compete with a 
cohort of idiots.
In the early 19th century a movement 
of people called “Luddites” began to 
form in opposition to technologies that, 
the Luddites reckoned, would take their 
jobs. The term “Luddite” has survived  to 
describe people nowadays who aren’t as 
worried about the effect technology has 
on labor as the effect technology has on 
the mind.
The tremendous bias of any given 
generation is that it is blessed with 
uncommon and historic levels of stupidity. 
PBS should really do a documentary 
called “Unintelligence Through the Ages,” 
because many seem to have an impression 
that, were they to travel back in time, they 
would be surrounded by crowds of Ben 
Franklins, Thomas Edisons and Leonardo 
da Vincis.
“People can’t spell anymore 
because of texting.”
We like to pretend that there is 
a scientific reason for thinking people 
are idiots. Take the (admittedly small) 
University of Alberta study that concluded 
not only that texting was not harmful to 
spelling, but that it could actually improve 
spelling ability by making the person 
texting consider the spelling of the word 
in the abbreviation process.
“I don’t want to read tweets about 
what you had for breakfast.”
Ask anyone who doesn’t have Twitter 
why they don’t. Without fail, the non-
Tweeter will assault the very idea of it, 
saying that “it’s pointless” and that “no one 
cares.” They’ll continue with such inspired 
condescension, not for your benefit, but 
because they want to convince themselves 
that everyone is as boring as they are. 
If their powers of imagination can only 
suppose that they would tweet exclusively 
about banal everyday occurrences, Twitter 
has dodged a bullet.
Twitter doesn’t need me to defend it, but 
I will say that I was able to buy fantastic 
tickets for The Decemberists instantly 
after their tour was announced because of 
it. I also doubt very much that ex-President 
Mubarak cut the Internet in Egypt because 
Egyptians were tweeting about Charlie 
Sheen’s prostitution budget.
“People can’t concentrate on 
books anymore.”
As an English major, I do think more 
people should be familiar with great works 
of literature. Were I a neuroscientist, I’d 
probably like people to be more familiar 
with the functions of different parts of the 
brain.
Technology may alter the way our brains 
process information, and the initial effects 
may not appear positive. I’m confident, 
though, that as long as intelligence is an 
advantage, it will be sought after. We 
will become more and more efficient in 
processing information, whether it be in 
the form of a novel or a blog. 
Are we less able to focus? That 
question is still being answered by 
cognitive scientists. I hope they’ll be able 
to concentrate long enough to get the 
research finished.





While I don’t often get feedback from 
readers, once in a while someone comes to 
me with a question in need of answering. 
While e-mailing with an old high school 
friend about relationship troubles, he asked 
me this: “I really want to break up with 
my boyfriend of two years, but every time 
I’ve tried to, he makes the excuse that it’s 
because I’m not really gay and that I was 
just using him as an ‘experiment.’ I know 
I’m gay, but I end up hanging on because 
of some weird guilt trip. I don’t want the 
fact that I’m gay to be questioned. It’s 
infuriating!” 
Infuriating indeed, my friend. So in 
the spirit of Valentine’s week, instead of 
giving him a little quip of an e-mail as a 
response, I decided to take this Q&A to 
newsprint. First of all, I’ve seen many 
relationships where partner A is currently 
questioning their sexuality and partner B 
is already out of the closet. Many times 
these relationships don’t end up working 
out because the initial doubt already in 
place before the relationship started acts 
as an invisible emotional barrier between 
both parties. Partner B can eventually 
feel like they aren’t being taken seriously, 
and partner A can feel like they are being 
pushed into something that they aren’t 
ready for. 
In this case, however, I know for a fact 
that my friend is 100 percent homosexual 
and that his boyfriend, “Sam,” is just 
refusing to let go of a comfortable two 
year investment. By saying that he is 
being considered as an ‘experiment,’ Sam 
was perhaps already unsteady about the 
relationship in the first place and felt that 
neither of them was ever fully committed 
to making it work (odd for a relationship 
that has lasted more than a year). However, 
when one person in a relationship wants to 
end it and the only way to keep them there 
is to ‘guilt trip’ them, the relationship has 
already tipped to the unhealthy side of the 
scale. 
If my friend really wants to end things 
and is only afraid of leaving because Sam 
will think that he has been used, it’s not 
a good enough reason for him to stick 
around. My advice for my friend is to be 
taken with a grain of salt however because 
I have not had the chance to speak with 
Sam personally, and it is always wise, 
before seeking advice of a third party or 
giving advice as the third party, to know 
the thoughts of others. 
So now that the day of love is over and 
done with, I say to my friend: it’s time to 
end the toxic association and move on. 
Be assertive when dealing with touchy 
subjects and be clear about what you feel. 
No one wants to be unhappy come next 
Valentines Day after all. And now I take 
my metaphorical leave after what I hope is 
an informative column about relationship 
woes. Stay curious! 






  How dumb 
people are.
...
Humans are stupid as well
Illustration by Grant Ertl
Illustration by Tara Shueller
Want to write a column? Contact Matt 
at lechma@mnstate.edu
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Auditions held for upcoming performances: Tartuffe, Straw Hat Players
Theater is often said to be a 
mirror that is held up to the world, 
and theater majors love holding 
that mirror.
Being a theater major at MSUM 
is a busy experience.
Theater students spend numerous 
hours on campus per day in classes 
and rehearsals. If a theater major is 
in a main stage show, he or she is 
in rehearsal every night for at least 
three hours.
Carter Roeske, a theater junior, 
is on campus from 10 a.m. to 10 
p.m. 
“I have a couple of breaks for 
food but (it’s) maybe an hour or 
two,” Roeske said.
Being a part of a main stage 
show adds a credit to a theater 
major’s semester. Students 
working on the technical aspects 
of the show put in 32 hours of shop 
work and students performing in 
the show put in 15 hours of shop 
work in order to create all elements 
of the show in the time it needs to 
be finished, which is about four 
weeks, depending on the director.
Even when a theater major isn’t 
in a main stage show, he or she still 
spends the majority of the day on 
campus.
“Currently I’m taking an easier 
semester (12 credits) and I’m still 
here for the majority of the daylight 
hours and into the night,” said 
Tariq Muwahid, a theater senior. 
“On top of all the extra work I’m 
doing outside (of class), it’s like 
I’m taking 16 or 17 credits.”
Time not spent in class 
or rehearsal is spent putting in 
work hours in the scene shop, 
memorizing lines, working on 
individual character development 
for a particular show or working 
on group work for theater classes.
Theater classes require out-of-
class rehearsal. In the principles 
of directing class, student groups 
create and direct short scenes based 
on the week’s exercise. They meet 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 1:30-
2:45 p.m. and everyone performs 
Thursday. Any work on the scene 
that isn’t finished on Tuesday has 
to be done outside of class before 
the Thursday performance. On 
performance days the entire class 
discusses each individual scene 
to assess what works and what 
doesn’t. 
Practical studio is another class 
where outside work is required. 
In the class students put together 
a show for the Student Academic 
Conference — they direct it, create 
the technical aspects and act in the 
show. They meet Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 3:00-4:15 p.m. and 
have rehearsals outside of class.
The two shows in progress right 
now are “Stop Kiss,” directed by 
Kimberly Miller and “Musical of 
Musicals,” directed by Klarissa 
Pudwill. 
The time theater students 
spend working on their major can 
make them feel like they don’t 
have a social life outside of the 
department. 
“You’re pretty much theater all 
the way because if you divert from 
theater, you’re not really living 
out your full education as a theater 
major because you really need to 
be proactive with your education,” 
Muwahid said, “otherwise you 
won’t really reap all the benefits 
of it.”
It’s also difficult for theater 
majors to maintain jobs because 
they simply don’t have the time.
“Currently I’m only able to work 
weekends because of rehearsal 
schedules and everything going 
on,” said Carl Rottman, a theater 
junior.
While theater majors spend most 
of their time with fellow theater 
lovers, it is almost universally 
acknowledged among students that 
their favorite part about their major 
is the people. 
“You go to college,” Rottman 
said, “and there are a bunch of 
people who came from (high school 
theater programs) who are now all 
“For Straw Hat, the 
requirements are that the total 
audition package has to be one 
minute and thirty seconds,” 
junior Caroline Stommes said. 
“You sing a song and perform 
a monologue. You can decide, 
within that time frame, if you 
want the song longer or shorter 
than the monologue. All of the 
Straw Hat shows are musical 
theater.”
Stommes has performed in 
past shows and participated 
with The Straw Hat Players in 
past summers, and has been 
honing in on her auditioning 
skills throughout her college 
career. And with a large portion 
of Straw Hat shows as musical 
theater, one needs to perfect the 
craft of the audition first.
While the stipulations for a 
Straw Hat audition sound clear-
cut, the audition for “Tartuffe” 
has more specific requirements. 
The play is not written in the 
contemporary theater language, 
but in the tradition that Molière 
was used to in 15th century 
France.
“There are different 
translations of Moliére,” 
Stommes said. “Some are in 
verse and prose, so they don’t 
rhyme at all.  But for our show, 
we are doing it in verse.”
For the audition for “Tartuffe,” 
it is helpful for the performer and 
beneficial to the director to recite 
a monologue from other Molière 
plays.  Junior Kim Miller, who 
has performed in recent campus 
productions, has dedicated more 
of her time to directing, and uses 
that to her advantage when she 
auditions for shows.
“If I’m directing, I make sure 
I know the play inside and out,” 
Miller said. “If I’m auditioning, 
I pick the part I’m looking for, 
like for the play ‘Tartuffe,’ I 
wanted to play the part of Elmire. 
So I geared a monologue that 
was a Moliére show. I picked a 
different play with a similar part, 
so I could show the director I 
was interested in that piece.”
In preparation for an audition, 
practice from another play and 
author is beneficial. 
“It’s best to have monologues 
that speak to the audience and if 
it’s more open-ended, it works 
better,” Miller said.
The audition process takes 
time. Much like Stommes and 
Miller, everyone has to start 
somewhere. The drive one has 
for performing in front of others 
isn’t the only requirement for 
acting, passion is needed as well.
“If you’re someone that 
can really connect with their 
emotions and are willing to 
be vulnerable and free with 
everything, then give acting a 
shot,” Stommes said.
“Tartuffe” will run April 13-16 
at 7:30 p.m. on Gaede stage. 
The Straw Hat Players begin 




CHRIS FRANZ • chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.com
Theater student Chris Notch (left) is helped with construction by theater technician Marlowe Kulish.
CHRIS FRANZ • chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.com
Center for the Arts Technical Director Moshe Peterson (center) instructs theater students on how to construct part of the 
stage design for the upcoming show ‘The Diviners.’
Theater students work overtime
Theater majors spend hours on campus between full class loads, auditions and rehearsal
AUDITIONS, FROM FRONT
THEATER, BACK PAGE
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When walking into the 
Center for the Arts building, 
students notice there is artwork 
everywhere.The current exhibit 
features half of the senior art 
students’ final projects.
The exhibit is open for all 
students to walk through and 
observe.   
The first half of the projects 
will be displayed through 
March 2, the rest of the senior 
students will display their 
projects through the month of 
March.
The exhibit isn’t just full of 
paintings as one might imagine. 
Many different elements make 
up each student’s project. 
Some projects have menus, 
photos, T-shirts, webpages, 
water bottles and teapots.
Amber Power’s project was 
on suicide prevention.  She came 
up with the idea after hearing 
about some young people who 
had completed suicide.
“The most challenging part of 
the project for me was handling 
a theme that could touch 
someone,” Power said.  “People 
can get such different reactions 
from looking at something. I 
didn’t want to push anyone’s 
buttons.”
But to her surprise, Power 
received positive feedback.
“The project can touch people 
in so many different ways and I 
have never done something that 
could really give the viewer 
a strong emotional response,” 
she said.
The good reactions to projects 
didn’t stop there. Senior 
Whitney Lunn said she received 
positive feedback about her 
project.
“I feel good about my 
project,” Lunn said. “I think 
it’s one of the first projects I am 
really passionate about and that 
I have impressed myself with.”
Lunn said along with being 
proud of her work, she was 
impressed with her peers’ work 
as well.
Video games have been used 
for years to allow people of all 
ages to do things they could 
never do in real life: save the 
planet from certain doom and 
nuclear holocaust, rescue the 
princess, punch aliens, slay 
dragons. 
Now students at MSUM 
have the chance to go from 
being berated for wasting time 
to being handed a paycheck 
for creating a fine-tuned 
adventure.
Andrew Chen, a computer 
science and information 
systems professor is teaching 
the very first course on game 
development at MSUM. 
Chen said there has been 
discussion about offering 
courses on game development 
for the past several years and 
he was chosen to instruct this 
class because he has the most 
interest in the subject.
“(Video games) aren’t going 
anywhere,” Chen said. “They 
are used certainly as a form 
of entertainment and escape. 
They are unique in terms of 
engaging the player.” 
Chen said interaction was a 
big part of the engagement.
Chen has applied his 
knowledge of games to the 
structure of the class, equating 
it to the television show 
“Survivor” in the first night.
“The class itself is structured 
as a game,” Chen said.
Every student thinks of a 
project they would like to 
develop and as the weeks 
progress, projects will be 
voted on by the whole class. 
The lowest voted projects will 
have their members assimilated 
into the surviving projects. 
Chen realized many students 
do not have a programming 
background and is using this 
elimination model to promote 
teamwork and encourage 
students to utilize the skills 
they have.
Justin Schroepfer, an MSUM 
senior and film studies major, 
is one of the students in this 
first class.
“I took the class primarily 
because I felt I would actually 
like the class and be interested 
in it,” Schroepfer said. “I’m 
one of those rare film majors 
who doesn’t really like to 
watch movies in my free time, 
so I usually read or play games 
instead.”
The class isn’t a technical 
course where students learn to 
use computer programs. It’s a 
class to learn how to work as a 
team and communicate ideas, 
Chen said. 
Chen offered the example 
of someone who only knows 
how to hula-hoop. If the 
development team already has 
a writer and a programmer, 
the hula-hoop enthusiast could 
lend his or her expertise to 
the finer points of a game all 
about hula-hooping.
“It will be interesting to see 
which groups form and how 
they leverage their skills,” 
Chen said.
The course is offered as 
Game Development 190 and is 
strictly an elective course.
Chen said courses designated 
with any number in the 90s 
in the end are categorized as 
special topics courses, don’t 
have pre-requisites and can 
be taken by anyone. He made 
it clear that further classes 
being offered in this subject 
as a major or minor depends 
entirely on how this first class 
goes and how the evaluations 
come out.
The class is held in MacLean 
181 on Wednesday nights from 
7 - 9:30 p.m. Chen encourages 






To read more from this writer, 
view his blog at 
mattjbeckman.blogspot.com
Students play video games in class for credit
Seniors’ final projects on display 
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                   Craig Ellingson
The first recognition of Black History Month started on several college campuses, 
then extended across America. With the help of college acknowledgement of black 
history, we have gone from a week of recognition, to a month of celebration.
Though the U.S. has come a long way since 1976, there are aspects of Black 
History Month that some don’t approve of.
“I never thought it was an issue until I found out about all the things going on in 
this month,” sophomore Ibrahim Mahzu said. “I get a new email every week talking 
about other things like how February is American Heart Month. I feel like everything 
else is shadowing Black History Month and people don’t feel as though they have to 
celebrate it.” 
American Heart Month, International Boost Self-Esteem Month and National 
Cherry Month are also celebrated in February among many others.
Though February calls for a time of celebration of black history, there are still 
some that believe African-American history should be celebrated year-round as much 
as it is in February. 
Aisha Farah, an international student from Tanzania studying at MSUM, thinks one 
month of celebration is sufficient.
“If we kept talking about something for a whole year, people are just going to lose 
more interest,” Farah said. “It’s like dedicating something, like one day. President’s 
Day for example, that has significance but if you keep talking about it for the whole 
year it loses its recognition.”
Farah has been studying at MSUM for four years and believes Black History Month 
has taught her a lot about African-American history. 
“I think that one month is just perfect, that people are reminded of it,” she said. 
“You see signs everywhere and pictures. I just think that’s the way it’s should to be.”
She likes that MSUM celebrates all the diversity on campus and doesn’t show any 
biased attention toward any ethnicity. 
“It being on the shortest month doesn’t bother me very much,” said Mahzu. “It’s 
just about all the other things dedicated in this month; I feel that this should just be 
a month about black history and culture.”
Mahzu is the vice president of MSUM’s student organization Umoja, a name that 
means “unity” in Swahili. The organization’s main focus is on African and African-
American heritage. They will be hosting a Pan-African Night of traditional events 
on Feb. 18 from 6 - 9 p.m. with free admission in the CMU ballroom. They will be 
showcasing Umoja while entertaining guests with cultural performances of singing 
and Ethiopian dancing.
 There will be free food and a performance from the gospel group Praise Team from 
the Let It Rain Ministries. The organization will also be having a showcase of modern 
and traditional African fashion. Finally in celebration of Black History Month they 
will be playing a reflective song of African-American history by India Arie.
This event is being held not only to showcase Umoja, but in remembrance of 
black history. Ethnicities are entwined  throughout history, so it’s important that all 
cultures are recognized year round on not only our campus but across America. 
BY JANAE BOSWELL
boswellja@mnstate.edu
To read more from this writer,




T h e a t e r 
p r o f e s s o r 
C r a i g 
E l l i n g s o n 
received the 
N a t i o n a l 
T e a c h i n g 
Artist Grant 
from the 
John F. Kennedy Center for the 
Performing Arts. 
Ellingson, who has taught at 
MSUM for 14 years, will use the 
grant to defray the cost of attending 
the Dell’Arte International School 
of Physical Theatre certificate 
program in Blue Lake, Calif.
“Spending a year under the 
tutelage of world-class artists 
will reinvigorate me as a teacher, 
director and artist,” Ellingson 
said. “All of these areas impact 
my work with students.”
Ellingson’s students appreciate 
the way he pushes them to try 
their hardest and succeed.
“He has a unique way of 
engaging his students to become 
more active,” said Tariq Muwahid, 
a theatre major who has taken 
four classes with Ellingson. “He 
pushes (students) to apply the 
skills they are learning in real-life 
scenarios.”
Theater major Erin Granger has 
taken six classes with Ellingson 
and thinks his teaching has taught 
her how to try new things and 
learn from failure.
“He loves to push people,” 
Granger said. “He loves to get 
under people’s skin in hopes 
that they’ll grow as an artist. He 
always believes there is room for 
improvement and ... he wants you 
to come out of the experience 
a wiser, more fully realized 
individual.”
Ellingson looks forward to 
learning and growing as an artist 
in order to keep his creative spirit 
nourished, he said. 
“This above all has deep 
and meaningful ramifications 
on several different levels 
as a teacher, as a mentor, as a 
performer, as a director, as a 




To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
rachelleingang.blogspot.com
Professor 
uses grant to 
reinvigorate
Since fall 2009, international 
students have been required to 
commit 10 hours to volunteering 
in the F-M community to receive 
in state tuition after their first 
semester. 
Students have donated their 
time to on-campus organizations 
such as Celebration of Nations 
and Dragons After Dark and off-
campus sites such as the Dorothy 
Day Food Pantry or the Salvation 
Army.
According to Janet Hohenstein, 
interim director of international 
student services, the program was 
implemented in order to “promote 
the importance and impact of 
having international students here 
at MSUM and in our community.”
 “We want to take this time 
to promote and share their strong 
cultural values with others within 
our community,” she said. “This 
is also an opportunity for the 
international students to learn more 
about the U.S. culture.”
As of Jan. 10, 392 international 
students were enrolled at MSUM. 
One of them, senior Nileendra 
Abeywardene, said the program 
has been beneficial to both students 
and the community.
“(Volunteering has) helped 
me to hone my leadership skills, 
understand the workings of a 
committee and making new friends 
and acquaintances. It exposes 
the community to something 
international and exposes students 
to the local culture.”
She added that although many of 
the students have not had a problem 
with volunteering, some students 
have experienced frustration with 
the program, such as not being able 
to complete their hours or having 
trouble with the forms that are 
required for eligibility. 
Hohenstein also stated that there 
have been a few people displeased 
with the idea of being required 
to volunteer, but there has been a 
mostly positive response.
“For the most part students have 
responded positively.  They too 
enjoy getting out in the community 
and sharing their cultural 
experiences with others and 
learning more about our community 
and people,” Hohenstein said.
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The Cinethusiasts pose for a picture.
While the Cinethusiasts’ T-shirt reads 
“Film Angry, Film Club,” they are anything 
but hostile.
They are MSUM’s film club. The 
student-run club has been on campus 
since 2003. Their mission is “to facilitate 
an environment for filmmakers and film 
lovers on campus and in the community,” 
according to the club’s constitution. 
The Cinethusiasts won the student 
organization of the month award in 
February. It is the first time they’ve won 
and the second time they were nominated. 
The adviser, Kyja Kristjansson-Nelson, 
won adviser of the month in September.
“I’m pretty proud of us,” said Joey 
Kramer, the club’s treasurer for the past 
three years. “Our club is actually becoming 
known on campus ... our club is getting 
rather large and it’s only gotten bigger 
in the last three years so I can only hope 
that, by us winning (Student Organization 
of the Month), we’ll get more people and 
hopefully just become a bigger and more 
fun and enjoyable club to be a part of.”
The club has no membership dues so 
membership is flexible. The club consists 
largely of film majors but is for, and is 
open to, all students who love film.
“(I love) the chance to get large groups 
of friends and filmmakers together to go 
BY BRIANNA BRICKWEG
brickwegbr@mnstate.edu
Cinethusiasts show growing presence
Human anatomy class teaches 
students the inner workings of 
the body in the most fundamental 
way possible: with cadavers.
In this age of technology, 
dissection might seem outdated, 
but according to Ellen Brisch, 
chair of the biology department, 
it is as necessary as it ever was.
“Anatomy: what are the parts 
of the body? Are you going to 
learn it from a textbook?” Brisch 
said. “The reality is, all bodies are 
different and that is where ... the 
cadaver approach is so critical.” 
MSUM receives cadavers from 
the U of M’s Bequeathal Program 
every fall. There are four human 
anatomy labs at MSUM; each lab 
has four cadavers and is capped 
at 24 students. Human anatomy 
professor Bee Wisenden assigns 
groups of six students to each 
cadaver and leads them through 
the process of dissection. 
“We just work our way through 
the entire muscle section because 
that’s the first thing you come 
across,” Wisenden said. “I’ll 
examine them part way through, 
see how many muscles they 
remember ... say, you know, 
‘What is this muscle?’ ‘What is 
it’s origin?’ ‘What is its action?’ 
... Then we go on to the thoracic 
cavity and we will do the heart 
and parts of the heart and parts 
of the lungs ... and just work 
our way through the entire body 
systematically.” 
The academic benefits of 
MSUM’s approach to human 
anatomy are obvious to those 
who have gone through the class. 
“It was very strange at first,” 
said Anna Johnson, former 
MSUM student and graduate 
physical therapy student at UND. 
“But then it got exciting because 
it’s something I’m interested in, 
so being able to have, sort of, 
X-ray vision was very cool.”
In fact, the human anatomy 
class has drawn new students to 
MSUM.
“MSUM students have first 
priority, so there is always a 
waiting list of NDSU students,” 
Brisch said. “I know last year 
two NDSU students didn’t want 
to be on that waiting list so they 
just transferred here to MSUM so 
they could take Bee’s anatomy 
class.” 
The dissection of a human body 
does raise some complicated 
issues that each student must deal 
with.
“Every once in a while, I will 
be able to see a student and I’ll 
know that they’re not doing well 
in the lab,” Wisenden said. “So I 
will pull then out and I will ask 
them and they will say, ‘I don’t 
know but I’m just not feeling up 
to this today,’ and you just say, 
‘That’s fine. We all have those 
sorts of days.’”
The department helps to resolve 
those issues by maintaining 
the dignity of those who have 
donated their bodies to science. 
Cameras are not allowed into 
the labs, and the class is given 
very limited information about 
the background of the cadaver. 
“We’re never given names,” 
Wisenden said. “We’re given sex 
... and age, time of death, and 
a very quick background of the 
cause of death, plus other medical 
ailments, but just a few, we aren’t 
given a lot of information.”
At the end of the semester, 
the cadavers are returned to 
the Bequeathal Program for 
cremation. Students are invited to 




To read more from this writer,
view his blog at
blockplane.blogspot.com
Class gets familiar with cadavers
out and have fun as friends,” said Nicholas Korokidas, the club’s public relations 
officer. “We do some bowling nights and we recently went to Skateland. (We do) 
really fun events that we can all enjoy together and then possibly relate that to a 
movie.”
The club hosts various events on campus, one being the 48-hour Film Festival.
“It is probably one of our biggest events of the year and it’s the most fun,” Kramer 
said, “where everyone pretty much ends up just spending a weekend with all of the 
club members. That’s where I’ve gotten to know most of the 
club members the best.” 
They also host holiday parties and the Oscar party, which 
is on Feb. 27 starting at 6 p.m. It’s free and 
will be in Weld. 
“There’s always something going on and 
it’s a lot of fun. You don’t have to be a 
filmmaker, as long as you’re a film lover,” 
said Sarah Palm, the club’s president.
The Oscar party is an event where 
dressing up is encouraged and prizes are 
given away for best dressed in both male 
and female categories. Attendees can also 
write down their predictions for who will 
win what awards at the Oscars and whoever 
has the most correct guesses wins a prize.
The Cinethusiasts are present in the 
community as well. This year they 
started volunteering with Prairie Public 
for their pledge drives. They volunteered 
in December by answering phones and 
writing down people’s donations and will 
be doing so again in March. They also 
volunteer by filming various local events.
The club encourages all students to come 
to meetings and events to see what they’re 
about and promise all who attend a good 
time.
“If it wouldn’t have been for (Cinethusiast 
club events), I wouldn’t have the group of 
friends I have now,” Kramer said. 
“Bring a lot of energy with if you’re 
coming,” Korokidas said, “and it will be 
returned.”
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• What programs and activities do you participate in on 
campus? 
 
• What types of interactions do you have with faculty, staff 
and other students? 
 






CANDI  BR AND TAT TOO CO . ,  H IGH  PL A INS  READER ,  Q98 AND
PRESENTS
THE GIRL WITH 
THE D R A G O N  TATTOO
Film And Tattoo Contest
9 P.M. AT SAFARI THEATRE
TATTOO REGISTRATION BEGINS AT 8 P.M.
ADMISSION $5 & $3 WITH VALID STUDENT I.D.
SATURDAY
F E B .  1 9
$400 IN TATTOO GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR WINNING TATTOOS
RIDES AVAILABLE TO SAFARI THEATRE • CALL 218.329.8893
Nordic Arts Alliance is a fiscal year 2010 recipient of an Arts Access  
and Arts Tour grant from the Minnesota State Arts Board. This activity  
is funded, in part, by the Minnesota arts and cultural heritage fund as  
appropriated by the Minnesota State Legislature with money from the  
vote of the people of Minnesota on November 4, 2008.
RIDES SPONSORED BY RECOVERY WORSHIP FARGO
Funded in partnership with the  
Swedish Council of America.
college students and MAT to 
MSUM. 
Plans are set to create a heated 
bus shelter on 14th Street by the 
dorms. This shelter is scheduled 
to have a digital readout telling 
commuters how long until the 
bus gets there.
MAT is also pushing for green 
technology with their new slogan 
“Go green. Ride with us.” That is 
exactly what they plan on doing 
with the purchase of two new 
hybrid buses set to roll out around 
the end of February. 
“We’re excited about turning 
over a new leaf,” Diebel said.
Despite all of the perks, MAT 
isn’t as widely used by the 
community as much as they’d 
like for several different reasons.
“I think more people don’t use 
MAT bus because our community 
is just small enough for public 
transportation to be not widely 
used because everybody has their 
own car,” said Bre Anderson, an 
MSUM student who occasionally 
rides MAT busses.
Diebel acknowledges the fact 
that people are reluctant to ride 
the bus. 
“People sometimes view it as 
a hassle,” Diebel said. “We’re 
trying to make it as convenient as 
possible.”
To read more from this writer, 
view his blog at 
mattjbeckman.blogspot.com
An award-winning documentary 
will be screened on campus 
tonight thanks to the efforts of 
american multicultural studies 
professor Kim Park Nelson.
“Off and Running” is about 
Avery Klein-Cloud, an African-
American teenager who is the 
adopted daughter of Jewish 
same-sex parents, and who 
struggles to find her identity 
after she contacts her birth 
mother.  The documentary will 
be screening tonight in King 
Hall 110 at 7:30 p.m.
Park Nelson organized the 
screening after seeing the film 
at the Minnesota Transracial 
Film Festival in St. Paul last 
fall.
“I really liked it,” said Park 
Nelson, who studies adoption. 
“I had seen a number of films 
about adoption, and I felt this 
was a particularly well-made 
film about the topic.”
Park Nelson immediately 
thought the film would be a 
great choice to screen at MSUM. 
She thought it spoke to many 
audiences, and addressed such 
diverse topics as multiracial 
adoption, same-sex parents 
and a teenager coming of age. 
Park Nelson met one of the 
producers of the film at the 
festival and brought up the idea 
of a screening.   The producer 
liked the idea, and now, several 
months later, Park Nelson will 
be screening the film for the 
students of MSUM.




students thinking about issues 
of race and family,” Park 
Nelson said.  
Not only will the film be 
screened, but the star and 
co-writer of the film, Avery 
Klein-Cloud, will be attending 
and will speak about the film. 
Park Nelson hasn’t met Klein-
Cloud yet but is very excited to.
The film originally aired 
on PBS through the “Point of 
View” series, which promotes 
documentaries with original 
views on topics ranging from 
adoption to immigration. 
“POV” also provides free 
public screenings of their films 
for community organizations 
and educators, which is how 
MSUM is able to screen “Off 
and Running” tonight.  The film 
won the audience award at the 
2009 Ann Arbor Film Festival 
and was an audience award 
finalist at the 2009 Tribeca 
Film Festival.
‘Off and Running’ 
screens on campus
Submitted photo
MAT BUS, FROM FRONT
fraternities or something else, is 
not high. Many organizations are 
started by upperclassmen, and 
the groups struggle when the 
founders graduate,” Wassberg 
said.
Radcliffe thought part of the 
problem might be the death of a 
Phi Sigma Kappa student Patrick 
Kycia in 2005, who drowned 
in the Red River after a night 
of heavy drinking with the 
fraternity.
“MSUM pointed a finger at 
Greek life, it had ruined the 
reputation of Greek life on 
campus,” Radcliffe said.
Meyer is aware of the 
luck of past fraternities, but 
isn’t intimidated. He plans 
to set himself apart from the 
stigma sometimes attached to 
fraternities.
“I’m being selective. This 
isn’t just a social club. This is 
a brotherhood,”  Meyer said. He 
said he wants something students 
can be proud they’re associated 
with. Meyer also won’t 
personally allow frowned upon 
behavior under his leadership. 
“Once it slides, it keeps going,” 
he said. “It’s a responsibility 
I’m willing to take on. They’re 
now all together like, ‘Oh my 
God! You love theater? I love 
theater. We all love theater. Lets 
get together and do some crazy 
amazing stuff.’”
And no matter how stressful the 
work gets, theater majors love what 
they do.
“I love what I do and I love 
learning about it,” said Carolyn 
Schmitz, a theater sophomore.
“I get a chance to be creative 
every day,” said Eric Morris, a 
theater junior.
Theater majors run into a lot of 
stereotypes. One of the stereotypes 
is that they’re lazy. 
“(Other majors) think that all 
we do is party and act, when it’s a 
lot of work that goes into what we 
do,” Roeske said. “It’s just pretty 
sucky that they think were a bunch 
of slackers.”
Many people in the theater 
department, particularly men, 
have been stereotyped as being 
homosexual, which they find 
unfair.
“There is a large population 
(of homosexual people) within 
the theater department but it’s 
not everyone,” Schmitz said. 
“Just because you’re a theater 
major doesn’t mean that you’re 
homosexual.”
Muwahid said that he’s heard 
theater majors are crazy but that, in 
a way, it’s a fair assessment.
“You have to be a little crazy 
to want to do this day in and day 
out, 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week. You really have to love what 
you’re doing, otherwise you won’t 
survive,” Muwahid said.
Theater majors are, however, 
inviting of other majors.
“Take an acting class,” said 
Marcus Woodard, a theater and 
English education senior. “The 
professors are usually good. It’s a 
good time.”
No matter what stereotypes they 
run into, no matter how hard the 
work gets or how little time exists 
in a day, theater majors love being 
theater majors.
“It’s a lot of work, a lot of 
hard work often,” Muwahid said, 
“but at the end result it’s a lot 
of fun to see that work actually 
being put together and form into 
something beautiful and that makes 
a difference in peoples lives.”
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looking to me to be a patriarch.”
According to Josey, recruits 
have to be students who excel in 
the classroom, and are expected 
to give back to MSUM and the 
community by being involved 
through service and on campus 
activities.
Those interested in the honors 
fraternity can search “Kappa 
Sigma at MSUM” or on Twitter at 
twitter.com/kappasigmamsum or 
contact Meyer at codymeyer70@
gmail.com.
